TOTAL DOOR & WINDOW SECURITY

Locks
Hinges
Handles
Accessories
In an increasingly threatening world, security is becoming
more complex. One device can’t make a home safe - it takes
the right combination of hardware to create that feeling of
TOTAL SECURITY.

Doors |
Multi-Point Locks

Choices of Locking Solutions

Flexible high security locking with a
range of hook/ latch/ roller configurations
for PVCu, Composite or Timber doors. With
gearbox options to suit a 3* Fortress euro
profile cylinder or the ERA Invincible 3*
cylinder giving you maximum choice when
selecting your PAS 024 door lock. Or why not
give consumers the latest in effortless multi-point
locking with the innovative SureFire range.

Hinges

Choice for PVCu/ Composite/ Timber Doors
Flag Hinges
For PVCu doors there is a choice of the Maxim
double knuckle hinge; or Anchorage IS flag and
HD double knuckle for a perfectly matching hinge
suited to your Fab&Fix door furniture.
Butt Hinges
For Composite/Timber doors the Haven HD is a
perfectly matching hinge suited to Fab&Fix door
furniture. Or for 3D adjustment try the Challenger.

Door Handles

Your Choice of Perfectly Matching Door Handles
With a wide choice of door handles, you can
add a touch of style to the door for that
finishing touch. We have different styles of
handles from the Classic Balmoral, to the
Heritage or Architectural if you need a long
backplate; and Windsor if you need a shorter
backplate. With handles to suit both euro
profile cylinders and Invincible cylinders you
have a handle for any multi-point lock.

Letterplates & Furniture

Perfectly Matching Furniture

We also have a range of knockers, letterplates, numerals, letters and accessories to
finish your perfectly matching door.
Nu Mail, Architectural and Heritage Letterplates

TS008 Kitemarked Nu Mail Shield

Urn, Architectural and Heritage Bull Ring Knockers

Cylinder Pulls and Escutcheons

| Windows
Extreme3 Shootbolt

Window Locks

Flexible high security for windows with
the Extreme3 centre deadbolt and duel
cam locking. The non-croppable shootbolt
system makes fabrication easier and quicker
and heavy duty shootbolts give the window
strong corner locking with increased contact
into the keeps. You can also add 3D locking
cam for round the corner security.

Horizon Friction Hinge

Friction Stays

The combination of the Horizon friction stay and your
choice of either Hingeguard or Security Bolt gives you
a flexible PAS 024 hinge side security.
Rigorously tested to ensure maximum
carrying weights guarantee durability for
the life of the window. Available in either
standard operation or egress/ easy clean
for differing requirements.

Your Choice of Perfectly Matching Window Handles

Window Handles

With the widest choice of window furniture, you
can add the Connoisseur, Monkey Tail or Tear
Drop to your window for that finishing touch.
We have handed or inline Connoisseur
handles available finished in Hardex for that
perfectly matching home. You can even add a
matching dummy stay to a Monkey Tail or Tear
Drop for that authentic Heritage window style.

Safety Locking Restrictor

Accessories

For additional safety add the aesthetically designed, push to open Safety Locking
Restrictor to the window. For a security solution where a restricted opening is
required but safety is paramount.
Ideally suited to homes with families, simply insert the cable into lock body and
turn the key to secure. The restrictor is classified in accordance with
BS EN: 13126-1: 2011 Grade 3 Impact Resistance, for building hardware restricted
devices on windows and doors and compliant child resistant locking device for
windows and balcony doors in accordance with BS EN 16281: 2013.

Total Security |

UKAS Accredited Test House

PAS 24 & Document Q
Effective as of 1st October 2015, Document Q
ensures doors and windows should be able to
withstand physical attacks from casual or
opportunistic burglars. Designed to help the
construction industry meet the legal requirements,
the guidelines cover all easily accessible doors
and windows. In terms of new doors and
windows, as a fabricator you must meet the
requirements of PAS 24 and ERA can help.
ERA provides hardware for all doors, windows
and outbuildings plus the latest in Smarthome
security

ERA's Test House is fully UKAS accredited to put
products through their paces. Fully equipped to
test windows and doors to the latest industry
standards; we can test casement windows, sash
windows; and single or double doors to British
Standards.
Our team of experienced engineers can either
provide you with an indicative report or a full
UKAS accredited report, depending on your
requirements.
Testing available include:

ERA operates a UKAS accredited test
laboratory that can help test and certify
PAS 24 compliant doors and windows

PAS 24:2016 - Enhanced Security
Performance Requirements for Doorsets and
Windows in the UK

ERA offers the Total Security Guarantee, that
enables differentiation of your PAS 24 hardware
offer

BS 6375-1 - Performance of Windows and
Doors. Classification for Weathertightness

With your PAS 024 door or window security package you can also take
advantage of our ERA Total Security peace of mind guarantee. The only
security guarantee recognised by the Neighbourhood Watch. Giving your
customers the confidence that the right hardware delivers the ultimate in
home security, with a Total Security guarantee to match.
With clear benefits to you the fabricator:
Differentiation that adds value at no extra cost
A complete package of PAS 24 window and door hardware
Plus, ultimate peace of mind for the homeowner:
In the event of a break-in due to security hardware failure, we
guarantee:
Full replacement of the damaged window or door
A £5,000 compensation cheque

ERA Valiant Way, Wolverhampton, WV9 5GB.
E: info@eraeverywhere.com W: www.eraeverywhere.com

